New Outline/Highlight Extraction Technology

The new Outline / Highlight Extraction technology is included as part of our E-Text Reader. The E-Text Reader can open and read almost any document on your computer without the need to cut and paste from elsewhere. It is compatible with any version of MS Word, RTF, HTML, Plain Text and even XML. The E-Text Reader is now more than just a reader and editor, it is now a powerful study tool as well!


These new features make E-Text Reader a great study tool for everyone. With Outline / Highlight Extraction, users can now access any standard format digital text (e.g. e-Books, word processing documents, etc.) and highlight points of interest in one or more colors, enter study notes in another color, and when they are done, can extract all the highlighted information into a separate outlined document. Users can even have just one highlighted color read to them, or all the highlighted colors. Just imagine being able to identifying and precisely extract only essential information from a document Plus your own notes to create a separate new document for study and review purposes !!!

Special attention was given to the highlight colors used for highlighting. These unique colors will not interfere with the background colors added to documents by other programs. If you have a document with a background color and then you add highlighting to the document, our highlight extraction technology can distinguish the difference between the highlighted text and foreground / background colors. Often times, documents contain formatting and images. Our new extraction technology will include all images and text formatting, even bullets, numbering, hyperlinks, indentation, font size and type.

The new Outline / Highlight Extraction technology is included as part of our E-Text Reader. The E-Text Reader can open and read almost any document on your computer without the need to cut and paste from elsewhere. It is compatible with any version of MS Word, RTF, HTML, Plain Text and even XML. The E-Text Reader is now more than just a reader and editor, it is now a powerful study tool as well!

The new Outline / Highlight Extraction technology is currently available in our E-Text Reader 3.0 and soon will be part of our Talking Word Processor 8 and Scan and Read Pro 8.

Outline / Highlight Extraction Features:
- Highlight with four different colors: Blue, Green, Pink and Yellow
- Customized Extraction based on a single color or all the colors of the highlighted information.
- Single click to change highlight color
- Document format retention. Format of the extracted information is retained during extraction including graphics that are part of the highlighted text
- Selectable reading. Read entire document, just the highlighted information, or just one highlight color.

Other E-Text Reader Features:
- Compatible with multiple File Formats including: Standard Text, MS Word (All Versions), HTML and Rich Text Formats.
If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb.

- Cut and Paste â€” to â€” or â€” from â€” any program.
- Highlights and tracks each word as it reads.
- Change Foreground and Background colors.
- Adjustable Reading Speeds.
- Reading pace. Read one word at a time or continuously.
- Bookmarks. Insert bookmarks to mark locations in the text.
- Highlighting features. Use the built in highlighters to accent text for studies.
- Change Fonts. You can change the print fonts. The default is Arial, but you can change it to any font on your computer.
- Zoom. No more fine print. Magnify the document up to 4X or change the font size to 48 Point.
- Audio books. Bookmarks are compatible with our Text to Audio product when creating audio books.
- Built-in training videos to show you how to use it.

The price for the E-Text Reader 3.0 is $39.95; this price includes the AT&T Natural Voices. Don’t settle for one of those tools that only reads to you â€” go for a reading, editing and study tool.

E-text Reader has consistently received a 5-Star rating from Downloads.Com. Get a copy today and see why over 50,000 users have downloaded it in the last 9 months.

For more information, contact Sales at:
Premier Assistive Technology
1309 N. Williams St
Joliet, IL 60435
Phone 815-722-5961
Fax 815-722-8802
Email info@readingmadeeasy.com
URL www.readingmadeeasy.com
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.